
Monday 26 October 2015

12:04 All Night Programme

Including: 12:05 Music after Midnight; 12:30
At the Movies with Simon Morris (RNZ); 1:05
Te Ahi Kaa (RNZ); 2:30 NZ Music Feature (RNZ);
3:05 The Book of Job, by Elisabeth Easther (1
of 5, RNZ); 3:30 Science (RNZ); 5:10 War Report
(RNZ); 5:40 Moved to Work: An immigrant
herself, Lize Immelman wonders why
refugees have such a hard time finding work.
She talks to three residents in Newtown
about their experiences, and to MP Annette
King, Andrew Lockhart from Immigration NZ
and academic Gradon Diprose about why
work is so important to our lives
6:00 Breakfast with Stuart Keith

An early miscellany of music, stories and
random thoughts
7:35 Worldwatch

The stories behind the international
headlines
8:10 Labour Day Monday with Colin
Peacock

Colin Peacock talks to some people happy in
their work - and asks what will we do when
robots are doing it all for us? He picks out
some long reads from the media (for those
like him too busy or lazy to read whole books)
and chats with an Irish rugby commentator
with an alter-ego specifically for winding up
the Welsh. A Kiwi tastemaker in Australia
picks out some new music and a British
music fan tells him about digging up lost
songs
12:00 Midday Report

A roundup of today's news and sport
12:12 Matinee Idle

Phil O'Brien and Simon Morris present an
afternoon of alleged music and dubious
entertainment
5:00 The 5 O'Clock Report

A roundup of today's news and sport
5:12 An Interview with Edward
Snowden

After three months Peter Taylor managed to
secure an interview with Edward Snowden,
the US national security whistle blower. He
was eventually told to send an SMS with the
number of his Moscow hotel room and wait

for a knock on the door. The knock, to his
relief, came on time. Snowden was offered
asylum in Russia two years ago. He says he
has been in negotiation with the American
authorities and is prepared to go to jail, but
expresses no regret for revealing to
journalists details of extensive internet and
phone surveillance by American intelligence
and their British counterparts. He denies that
he is a traitor and asks who has caused more
damage – himself or those conducting what
he says were unlawful programs. The US
Justice Department has filed criminal charges
against Snowden, accusing him of espionage
and theft of government property.

See the BBC Website for this programme

5:45 Mrs Bennett and the Bears, by
Vincent O'Sullivan, read by Peter
Hambleton

From the short story collection 'The Families'
(RNZ)
6:06 Smart Talk at the Auckland
Museum: The Treaty of Waitangi

A panel discussion from the Auckland
Museum chaired by the famous comedian Te
Radar features the social entrepreneur
Kiritapu Allan, Professor Paul Spoonley from
Massey University, the fibre artist Suzanne
Tamaki, and Leilani Tamu, a poet, social
commentator and Pacific historian. Together
they are exploring fresh perspectives on the
Treaty of Waitangi 

7:06 Busting Black Gold Smugglers

Imagine if your day job involved staking-out
rugged coastland waiting to bust “black-gold”
paua-poaching rings. Lynda Chanwai-Earle
brings us a feature documentary about “black
gold” smuggling when she joins Fisheries
Officers in a covert operation to bust paua
poachers around the wild coastline of
Wellington.

7:30 Best of Upbeat

Selected Eva Radich exchanges with
personalities from the world of music and the
arts (RNZ)
8:06 The Shape of the Media

In an era when traditional media is changing
rapidly, what’s the future for quality
journalism? What alternatives can online
media offer audiences? How is it paid for?
What’s the effect of social media and
celebrity culture? What are the implications
for New Zealanders who can now get access
to instant information wherever they are? Jim
Mora hosts a discussion about the future of

journalism with a panel including special
guest Professor Graeme Turner.

9:06 Windows on the World

International public radio features and
documentaries

9:30 Insight

An award-winning documentary programme
providing comprehensive coverage of
national and international current affairs
(RNZ)
10:00 The 10 O'Clock Report

A roundup of today's news and sport
10:30 What's the Word: Alternative
Comics

In recent decades comics, artists and writers
have stretched the boundaries of what we
typically thought of as 'Comics'. Familiar
scripts about super-heroes were joined on
bookshelves by full-length autobiographical
works that came to be called graphic novels.
Often rejected by the mainstream comics
industry, comics creators wanting to do new
things started their own companies or went
underground and by the 1990's the
alternatives comics industry was in full swing
and in the digital age they have flourished
(RNZ)
11:06 Beale Street Caravan

David Knowles introduces the Memphis-
based radio show with an international
reputation for its location recordings of blues
musicians live in concert (F, BSC)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p034nm9l

